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1. Introduction
Information Technology (IT) is a business sector that deals with computing, including hardware, software,
telecommunications and generally anything involved in the transmittal of information or the systems that facilitate
communication.
The Information Technology industry is one of the world’s largest and fastest growing industries. IT is increasingly
finding applications in all sectors of the economy and thus is accepted as a key enabler in the growth and development of
a business.
In last two decades, the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector in India has emerged rapidly on the
global stage. India’s IT potential is on a steady march towards global competitiveness, increasing energy efficiency and
meeting environmental challenges amongst others. IT Hardware segment includes personal storage devices, printers,
servers, Personal Computers (PCs), supercomputers, data processing equipment and peripherals such as monitors,
keyboards, disk drives, plotters, SMPS, modems, networking products and add-on cards.

Market size of IT industry in India (US$ billion)
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1.1. Overview
•

India's IT industry with revenue of USD 154 billion can be divided into six main components, viz. Software
Products, IT services, Engineering and R&D services, ITES/BPO (IT-enabled services/Business Process
Outsourcing), Hardware, and e-commerce.
IT Industry

Software
Products

•

IT services

Engineering and
R&D services

E-commerce

Hardware

ITES/BPO

The Indian IT Industry has contributed about 7-8% of India’s GDP, thus being a very important growth driver for
the Indian economy.
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•
•
•
•

Revenues from IT services top the list with USD 66 billion.
BPM accounted for about US$ 26 billion that is 22.2% of total IT exports.
Software products and engineering services contribute US$ 25 billion.
Indian IT industry target to reach USD 350 billion revenue by 2025The IT- BPM sector is recording a double
digit growth rate of 12-13%.

1.2 Market Size
E-commerce
•Set to reach USD 200 bn Gross Merchandise Value (GMV). Growth
Rate- 30% Annually
•Electronics is currently the largest segment in e-commerce in India with
a share of 47 per cent and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 43 per cent
by 2020.
Digital Payments
•Will grow five-fold to USD 1 trillion by 2023
•Digital payments (in India) currently aggregate less than USD 200
billion, of which mobile is still at just USD 10 billion in financial year
(FY) 2018.
Public Cloud Services
•Will reach USD 1.3 billion, growing at 25.9 % annually
•Main drivers of this growth-increased penetration of internet and rapid
growth in the e-commerce sector.
Healthcare IT Market
•Is expected to grow 1.5x the current market value of USD 1 bn by 2020.
•By 2020, around 20 % of healthcare and 40 % of science organizations
will achieve productivity through AI technology.
Financial Tech Market
•Transaction value to reach USD 73 billion by 2020, growing at CAGR
22%
•The fintech adoption index in India is the second highest and 59 percent
higher than the global average.

• Added 130,000150,000 jobs
during this
period.
• The number of
internet users in
India is expected
to reach 730
million by 2020
because of the
boom of Digital
India.
• Reskilling and
innovative talent
acquisition 450,000-500,000
digitally skilled
employees
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Sector wise breakup of Indian IT market (US$ billion) FY18
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In FY2018, IT-BPM is expected to reach USD 126 billion, a 7.7% growth over FY2017 and an addition of USD 9
billion.
Software product development continues to be the fastest growing segment at 12.8% driven by the demand for
AECS-autonomous, electrification, connectivity and shared mobility.
IT services growing at ~6% driven by growth in software testing and ISO (hosted applications).
BPM expected to grow faster vis-à-vis FY2017, at 8%.
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2. The Tech Boom
The last few years have witnessed the Indian IT/ITeS industry evolve from executing projects at the lowest end of the
value chain, to one where Indian players are aggressively bidding for and winning large scale turnaround projects hitherto
the domain of global behemoths. At the same time we have also seen the Indian Small and Medium Providers (SMPs) in
this sector holding their own during some very exacting times.
India has moved from being a major driver to “the largest player” in the off-shore delivery world.

2.1Industry Growth till 2018
SOFTWARE SERVICES

Exports revenue growth of 7-9% in the fiscal year to March 2019

STARTUPS

50% of IoT solutions have originated in start-ups that are less than three years old.

CLOUD

Driven by IaaS—growth at 49.2%, followed by 33% growth in SaaS and 32.1% in
PaaS.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

>36% of large financial institutions have invested in AI

ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY

15% of the leaders have said that they have made significant investment in robotics
technology.

REVENUE SLOWDOWN

Revenue of top 5 Indian IT services companies is grew at CAGR of 8% against the
11% seen during the FY11-FY17 period

JOB CREATION

The IT sector is likely to add more than 100,000 jobs in the coming fiscal year, as the
industry pivots to new offerings.
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2.2Projected Industry Growth for 2020
The World Bank forecasted a growth rate of 7.3 per cent for India this year and 7.5 per cent for FY2019-2020.

Revenue

Employment

Technology

•By 2020, India can hope to
generate USD 139-365 billion.
•GDP growth rate will be pushed
by an additional 0.6-1.5% by 2020
•Remote services alone can
contribute USD 133-315 billion in
revenues

•A decline of 0.38 % annually has
been expected in traditional IT
jobs
•The mobility segment has an
expected growth of 1.15 %
annually over
•Strong employment growth in the
computer and mathematical jobs
family, covering both traditional IT
work and disruptive digital
technology

•There will be emergence of realtime diagnostics for complex
diseases like cancer by 2020.
•3D printing -used by pharma
companies, for identification of
safer and better drugs & fewer
failures in clinical trials.
•VR and AR devices become the
next personal computing platform.
The advertisers should focus on it
or envision for 2020.

Today, digital technologies are defining business and are active drivers of competitiveness, business models, and even
business viability across the globe. Also, the persistent focus of the government on Digital India offers plenty of
opportunities for the IT sector. India being a highly connected and digital-ready economy remains a high potential market
worldwide offering multiple opportunities. With their nuanced approach and intense skill levels, IT companies are
expected to come up with more ground-breaking solutions in almost all walks of governance and public works. New deal
ramp-ups, increasing traction in the digital space, robust demand pick-up in retail and continuing momentum in most
industry verticals will continue to support the growth of the sector.
In conclusion, there is a high upward trend observed in all the three parameters of growth- Revenue, Employment and
new technologies. Hence, the short-term prognosis for the Indian economy is good; even though it may not be visible
today.
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3. What makes India standout?
India today is considered to be one of the major forces in the global economic market. Though India is a developing
economy, its economy has a major impact on global trading. Today India has one of the most robust and fastest growing
economies.

While India presents tech companies across the world with tremendous opportunities to capture a massive market, there
are significant challenges too. Many people in the country still don’t have formidable spending power, and education and
infrastructure are still lacking. Stringent regulations and high registration costs for starting a company in India have
caused the global rank in the ‘ease of doing business’ down to 130 out of 190 countries.
Still, it’s evident that India’s Technology scene is hotting up incredibly quickly, and the time is ripe for companies to
enter the market and get to grips with its idiosyncrasies and hurdles to score big bucks in the future.
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4. GIC: The Indian Scenario
The majority of the world's leading developed nations are keen to have or expand their ties with India. This is mainly
because in the current scenario of globalization, India is seen as a wonderland for investments.

Number of GIC's in India
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As of January 2018, there were over 1140+ GICs operating out of India. GICs in India today represent a US$ 23.1
billion industry. The impact of the segment goes beyond revenue and employment, as it helps in developing India
as a R&D hub and creates an innovation ecosystem in the country.
Within the captive landscape, Engineering Research and Development/Software Product Development (ER
D/SPD) is the largest sub-segment. Companies from North America like Microsoft, Amazon are major investors
in the captive segment in India, accounting for over 90 per cent of captives in the country.
GIC’s of large MNCs would hire at-least 60,000 new people to their captive back offices in India.
Some of the Top Technology GIC’s in India are:
IT-BPM and ITes

Software Product

IT Hardware

Genpact

Microsoft

Acer

Mphasis

Amazon

Samsung

CGI

Google

HP

Capgemini

Vmware

Qualcomm

EXL

RedHat

Intel

WNS Global

Adobe

Lenovo

Accenture

Dell EMC

Motorola

Hexaware

CISCO

Qualcomm

CSC

NetApp

Siemens

Amdocs

Oracle

Texas Instruments
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5. Tech Startups in India
India is one of the best countries to start a company. With the surplus advantage of a huge target market, so many needs
and a technological strong growing economy, India is stepping towards becoming one of the world's strongest tech
markets with these best startups in India.
START-UP BASE
• Slow-down in new start-up addition, as focus shifts to quality
• 1000 +# of new start-up additions in 2018 | Down by 29% YoY
START-UP HOTSPOTS
• Tier 1 cities8 continue to form the lion share (~80%) of the overall start-up base
• Bengaluru, Delhi NCR & Mumbai form 68% of start-up base | Up by 7% YoY
FUNDING ANALYSIS
• $1.8 Billion Funding raised by start-ups so far in H1 2018 | Down by 14%
• $6.2 Million Average funding per funded start-ups | Up by 7%
INVESTOR MIX
• 44% Foreign investors among 500+ active investors in H1 2018
• Increasing traction from Foreign Investors, esp. from non-U.S. geos
VERTICAL FOCUS
• Investors continue to remain bullish on Aggregators/ eCommerce and Fin-Tech verticals
• Aggregators / eCommerce: $1.1 Bn funding | Up by 22%
INCUBATORS / ACCELERATORS
• 190+ active Incubators/Accelerators | Up by 36% YoY
• Continued growth of Incubators / Accelerators
MORTALITY ANALYSIS
• 20-25% overall mortality rate
• B2B start-ups more likely to survive vis-à-vis B2C start-ups
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Top 5 Startups gaining limelight in 2018:

BYJUS

BigBasket

CarTrade

Delhivery

OYO

Founded
Date: 2008

Founded
Date: 2011

Founded
Date: 2009

Founded
Date: 2011

Founded
Date: 2008

Headquarters
Bangalore

Headquarters
Bangalore

Headquarters
Mumbai

Headquarters
Delhi- NCR

Headquarters
Bangalore

Category:
EdTech

Category:
Hyperlocal

Category:
E-commerce

Category:
Logistics

Category:
TravelTech

Funding
Amount:
USD 240
Million

Funding
Amount:
USD 585
Million

Funding
Amount:
USD 240
Million

Funding
Amount:
USD 257
Million

Funding
Amount:
USD 450
Million
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6. The 6 Major IT Hubs for 2018
India’s major information technology hubs are Bangalore, Delhi- NCR, Pune, Mumbai, Hyderabad, and Chennai.

Bangalore: Silicon Valley of India
•IT Capital of India.
•Headquarters of many IT companies situated IBM, Wipro, Infosys

NCR Delhi Gurugram
• It has been termed a "futuristic commercial hub
• Houses the highest number of online retail start-ups at 1,288, which includes companies
such as Snapdeal, Paytm Mall and Shopclues.

Pune
• Hinjewadi is the biggest IT Park of India
• The presence of many educational institutes have attracted many multinational IT
companies to Pune.

Mumbai
• The city has a lot of IT business parks including World Trade Centre
• Home to the largest IT company of India - TCS

Hyderabad- Cyberabad
•Second largest IT exporter of India.
•Largest bioinformatics hub of India.

Chennai
•About 15% of India's software exports are contributed by Chennai alone.
•World-class IT infrastructure with dedicated expressway nicknamed as IT
expressways

.
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7. Top 10 Tech Companies to Work for in India
Tech Companies in India list are not only industry leaders, but also firms known for valuing their employees and offering
them great opportunities for career progression. They also placed a strong emphasis on leadership programs and company
culture.
Company
Google

Why is it in Top 10?
The biggest search giant that specializes in Internet-related services and products, which include
online advertising technologies, search engine, cloud computing, software, and hardware.
Android that holds the major share of smartphone in the world is also owned by Google.
Amazon
The electronic commerce and cloud computing company that started off as an online bookselling platform, but now it runs the world’s largest e-commerce website operating in many
countries including India. Recently it even started an automatic Whole food outlet in the US.
Employees can give six weeks’ paid leave to a partner who isn’t eligible for parental leave at
their employer. Besides, Amazon’s Ramp Back programme offers new parents eight weeks of
flexibility and partial work hours so they can acclimatize to their new schedules.
Intel
Intel deals with producing communications and computing products, including microprocessors
and semiconductor chips.
Alphabet
Few companies carry the reach of Google, the largest Alphabet division. The company controls
the market for search and, with Facebook, much of digital advertising, too. Gourmet meals,
fitness facilities, generous parental leave and on-site childcare — there's probably a perk for
every letter at Alphabet. But what also keeps employees glued is the variety of challenges on
offer, whether it's making Tez India's most popular UPI app in four months flat or expanding the
company's free public Wi-Fi programme.
Adobe
Announced it had achieved gender pay parity in India. Adobe’s workforce gets its share of the
spoils with two in three employees enrolled in its stock option plans. From a 26-week maternity
and a 16-week parental leave to 20 days’ bereavement leave (all fully-paid), Adobe ensures
employees get enough time to recover, both physically and mentally, before they resume work
after major life events.
Cisco
Cisco develops, manufactures and sells networking hardware, telecommunications
equipment and other high-technology services and products. The company also has a number of
subsidiaries that specialize in specific tech markets, including Internet of Things and security.
Microsoft
It manufactures, develops, and manages personal, enterprise computers, tablets, smartphones,
cloud services. Windows, which is the widely used operating system in the world, has been
developed by Microsoft.
SAP
Software company SAP produces computer software to manage business operations and
customer relations.
One97
It launched a payments bank; deepened its financial services play with products like Paytm
Communication Gold and lending; and achieved $3 billion in gross merchandise value at its e-commerce
arm Paytm Mall. These efforts point in the direction of creating an e-commerce ecosystem that
keeps customers within its confines. The company offers stock plans to top performers, aside
from an annual bonus. More than 20 Paytm employees recently became dollar millionaires via a
secondary sale of stock options.
Flipkart
The homegrown e-tailer has had a banner year - it raised a whopping $2.5 billion, provided
partial exits to some of its investors and, most importantly, rediscovered the mojo to take on rival
Amazon. Flipkart aims to recruit over 800 employees this year spanning data science, analytics
and HR, among other specializations. New joiners set off on a treasure hunt to help them explore
the office and interact with fellow “Flipsters”.
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8. Emerging Technology Trends
The technology sector in India is evolving at a very fast pace. This is opening up new streams and avenues, while closing
down a few others.

Augmented
Reality

• Potential in learning, education, and training spheres. Massive opportunity for
creative agencies, due to the new-found AR capabilities.
• Path-breaking innovations, such as view consumer products like clothes etc.
before we buy them.

Future of
Mobility

• Beneficial to employ a ROBO (Remote office/branch office) system.
• Concept of mobility and the tools we use to connect will be on the rise. Chat
bots on our smartphones will change. The chat bots will evolve to perform
complex tasks.

Automation

• Robots, autonomous vehicles, smart advisors, virtual personal assistantsresults of some smart machine implementations
• Autonomous agentsare the main user interface with which humans interact &
feed in user experience

Smart
Cards

• User-friendly interface, increased use of electronic purses, need to reduce
identity duplication, and demand for tamper-resistant systems- the key factor
driving the growth

Digital
Payments

Data Driven
Solutions

Smart
Security

• The 5 skills to master AR and VR are: Software Engineering,3D Tools,
Platform Specific SDKs, Sound Design, VR UI/UX

• Reduced privacy, more personalized ads, and possibly more positive
outcomes, such as better predictive algorithms in healthcare will be some
implications of the use of Big Data and Analytics.
• Cisco predicts that as many as 1 million new connections per hour will be
added to the Internet by 2020, expanding the attack surface and making the
vulnerabilities more critical and more dangerous.
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9. Hot Skills
The Hot skills of 2018 are listed below along with the tools and certifications required for excelling in the skill:

IoT

•Device management / MEMS, wireless communications, integration &
gateways, big data, predictive analysis, security, BI, UX / UI, artificial
intelligence and DevOps.

RPA

•Automation anywhere/Blue Prism/Uipath,.Net/C#/Java/SQL skills, MS-Vision,
Power Builder, Python scripts/Unix Scripts/Perl Scripts, HTML/CSS/JavaScript.

Cyber
security

•Certifications in fields like forensics, architecture, penetration testing, perimeter
protection & enterprise defense, software life cycle, wireless security analysis,
and secure software programming.

Mixed
Reality

•Software Engineering,3D Tools, Platform Specific SDKs, Sound Design, VR
UI/UX

3D Printing

Machine
Learning

Blockchain

•Creativity, photography, 3D modeling tools & networking.

•Skill required for a Machine Learning developer are programming language like
C/C++, probability and statistics skills, Software design.

•Ethereum’s smart contracts platform., Cryptocurrency platforms like Filecoin
for storage, SparkleCOIN, Bitcoin, Smart contract programming languages like
Solidity, LLL, and Serpent. Additional skills like Java, C++, Go, Python are
also preferred.

DevOps

•Languages like Ruby, Python, Continuous Integration tools: CruiseControl,
CruiseControl.NET, Jenkins, Bamboo, Hudson, ThoughtWorks’ Go,
Urbancode’s Anthill Pro, Microsoft’s Team Foundation Server and Jetbrains’
Team City.

UI/UX
Developer

•CSS, JavaScript, Python, Processing, Photoshop, Sketch, Illustrator are must
have skillsets for a UI/UX Developer.

AI

•Data warehouse design, data mining, knowledge of BI technologies, SQL
queries, SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and SQL Server Integration
Services (SSIS) and data science
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10. Hiring Trends
•
•

•
•

Revamping of hiring strategy to incorporate the incoming changes in the technology sector.
The layoffs in the IT industry have never been like before. Indian IT companies saw approx. 3% to 6% off their
employees laid off compared to the usual 1%-2%. The senior level professionals are being laid off in order to
make way for more dynamic lower and middle level employees.
With the growth of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in India, the industry is reinventing itself and
looking for automation over traditional skill jobs.
The Struggles of the IT industry have begun as a result of many Indian and International events like
 Brexit: UK accounts for about 17% of India’s total IT exports. India’s IT exports to other European
countries is at about 11%. The IT companies thus are expected to face the heat in light of the Brexit.
 US Visa rules, US Presidential elections :The Indian IT and ITeS industries, which draw a major part of
their earnings—60% and upwards—from the US market, will suffer if US companies reduce their
outsourcing spends.

Sources of Recruitment for Technology

Public Employment Agency

7% 7%

Direct University Contact

20%

Internet Advertisement/ Online
Job Portals

20%

25%

Female

33%

Male

Private Employment Agency

29%

Internal Employee Referrals

31%

40%
0%

20%

40%
40%

60%

80%

100%

Graph Source: (GSM-IT SURVEY 2017)
•
•
•
•

Employee referrals and on-campus recruitment are the most gender balanced modes of recruitment.
Employee referral is also the most common source for recruiting male and female IT specialists.
There appears to be a gender difference in other methods of recruitment, particularly where the mode of
recruitment is online.
More men than women are recruited through Internet advertisements
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According to IBEF, below are some of the snippets of the Talent and Hiring Trends observed in 2018
Talent Pool

Hiring Models

3.9
million

4-5%

Contract employees

~40%

Lateral hires

>130+

Nationalities employed

Largest private sector employer

~1.7 lakh Net addition
~12
Indirect Employment
million

Rise of Technologists

Improving Performance Metrics

~30%

Tech talent in BPM

~10%

Increase in utilization in 5 yrs

~10%

Hires are domain experts
Hires among end users are
tech

~9%

Growth in revenue in 5 years

~5%

Decrease in industry attrition

~5%
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11. Salary and Compensation
Just as businesses must keep pace with emerging technologies, they also must stay current on salary trends to
recruit and retain the best people.

11.1 Compensation Trend
16.00%

14.40% 14.75%

14.00%
12.00%
10.00%

9.70%

9.80%

8.00%

Actual (2017-18)

6.00%

Projected (2018-19)

4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
Average Increment

•
•
•
•

Average Variable pay

Graph Source: KPMG Annual Compensation Trends
There has been a gap between the Actual (2017-18) and Projected (2018-19).
Organizations are continuing to move towards paying for performance and variable pay holding a higher
percentage in CTC.
The industries are willing to pay higher for a talent since there is a shortage of Tech talent in India.
This is also done in order to reduce the attrition rate faced by the companies due to the presence of Gig Economy.
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11.2 Salary Trend
1) By City- Skill for every Experience Level
According to Randstad, salary trends for top 6 skills for 2018 for the top 6 Tech Hubs according to the seniority levelJunior, Mid-level and Senior are given below:

Skill wise salary breakup for Junior

Big Data

6.02

Data Scienctist

5.71

Machine
Learning
Automation
Testing
Information
Security
Cloud

5.38
5.17

6.06

5.93

6.21

5.22

5.88

6.12

5.63

5.93

5.58

5.92

6.21

5.9

5.44

5.98

6.07

5.8

6.12

5.47

5.96

6.06

5.5

4.92

5.81

5.9

Bangalore
Mumbai

4.5

3

NCR

5.88

5.86

Hyderabad

6.21

6.12

5.97

6.16

Pune
Chennai

Salary in Lakhs

•
•

For junior employees, the highest paying skill is Big Data with an average of 6.02 lakhs across all the cities;
followed by Information Security with an average of 5.97.
Bangalore has the highest average salary across all the skills at 5.95 lakhs; followed by Hyderabad at 5.83 lakhs.

Skill wise salary breakup for Mid Level
Big Data

13.93

13.23

13.36

13.38

13.03

Data Scienctist

13.26

14

13.81

13.19

13.44

Machine Learning

13.53

14

14

Automation Testing

12.77

Information Security

13.16

14

11.9

Cloud

13.42

12.93

12.77

12.35

14

12.42 6.54
14

13.56

13.13

Bangalore
Mumbai

10.15

11.58

12.27

11.09

NCR
13.39

14

14

13.22

12.66

Hyderabad
Pune
Chennai

Salary in INR Lakhs

•
•

For midlevel employees, the highest paying skill is Data Science with an average of 13.47 lakhs across all the
cities; followed by Information Security with an average of 13.22.
Bangalore has the highest average salary across all the skills at 13.35 lakhs; followed by Mumbai at 13.41 lakhs
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Skill wise salary breakup for Senior
Big Data
Data Scienctist
Machine Learning

22.94

26.56

26.79
22.92

21.46

23.5

32.5
20

27

20

23.5

20
20

37.5
20

30.5

Bangalore
Mumbai

19.31 18.06

NCR
Automation Testing

20

Information Security

25.91

Cloud

25.34

20

28.75
20
27

25.83

25.83

20

20.88

25.33

20
20

20

Hyderabad
Pune

20
30.77

Chennai
20

Salary in INR Lakhs

•
•

For senior employees, the highest paying skill is Data Science with an average of 26.13 lakhs across all the cities;
followed by Big Data with an average of 25.32 lakhs.
Mumbai and Chennai have the highest average salary across all the skills at 24.34 lakhs; followed by Bangalore
and Delhi NCR at 23.98 lakhs.
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11.3 Average Salary hike based on skills
The hiring in the tech segment increased by 29% in 2017, the highest increase in recent years, and nearly 2 percentage
points more than the year 2016. The niche tech skills like cloud, analytics, machine learning, artificial intelligence,
internet-of-things, and robotics are in huge demand. These are forcing GICs to enhance their engineering strengths.
So, here are the skills that may get IT professionals the maximum salary increments during the year 2018.

Average Salary Hike Based On Skill
Average Increment

60%
50%
40%
30%

17%

15.5%

16%

15.5%

15%

14%

17%

16%

15%

14%

14.5%

18%

20%
10%

2016

18%

16.5%

17%

16%

15%

13.5%

Robotics

UI/UX

Machine
Learning

Analytics

Big Data

Mobile
Technologies

0%

2017
2018

Skills

•
•

According to GadgetsNow:
Robotics has received the highest salary hike for the last 3 years. The demand for robotics professionals has been
on a rise in 2018.
The only technology with a reduced pay hike as compared to the previous years is Mobile technologies. It has
decreased by 1% from 2017.

In conclusion we can say that,
•

While tech salaries have remained steady, demand for very specific IT skills is driving salaries upward as
employers compete to attract hard-to-find talent.

•

To nab the best talent in a competitive market, companies have turned to “perks,” additional benefits outside the
standard offerings you’d find at most companies. These include flexible work schedules (62%), regular social
events (39%), remote work opportunities (34%), on-site or free gym membership (25%), a compressed schedule
(17%) and free food (13%).

•

To keep talent motivated, companies also offer incentives like awards for individual and team achievements
(37%), profit sharing (20%), retention bonuses (18%), stock options (18%) and deferred compensation (16%).
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12. Future Trends
Gamification
• Training: Turn your company’s training into a game. Employees will have to work through
numerous tasks in order to obtain points and badges in order to ‘level up’.
• Cultural Alignment: Employees will be rewarded with ‘culture points’ if they live by the
organisation’s core values. Offer people the chance to notice other employees that go the extra
mile in regards to cultural aspects.
• Wellness: It is essential that employees are using wearables such as Fitbit. From the data
collected from these wearables, employees have the chance to earn wellness points and
actually make a competition out of it with the others. This method helps a lot with morale and
engagement.

Robotics and Cognitive Automation
• Extensive multi-step processes that depend on multiple processes ( eg. onboarding)
• Labor intensive repeatebale rule based processes (eg. payroll)
• Constantly facing data processing errors and data compliancy issues

Predictive Talent Analytics
• Talent analytics uses data in management decisions, be it in talent acquisition, retention,
placement, promotion, compensation, or workforce and succession planning.
• Advanced software algorithms can identify talent and match it to an organization’s
needs, pinpointing team players based on core traits and personality matching, making it an
effective method for taking care of costly and time-consuming preliminary screening.

Gig Economy
• Recruitment: swift and sweet, not long-drawn. From sourcing to selection to onboarding it
must be a matter of weeks, not months.
• Performance management: evaluation on different performance standards. HR and line
manager must allocate them short-term, outcome-based objectives.
• Employee retention: HR must not incentivize gig-economy workers to stay, they must compel
them to come back to work with the company again and again.
• Training and development: Intense, bite-sized learning that delivers immediate results on the
job is the way to go for the capability building strategy.
• Succession planning: HR must prepare for frequent exits and hires. The uncertainty of
employment is a factor that must be managed very well. It is therefore important to have a
contingency plan and a succession plan, considering the mix of full-time and part-timers.

Digital HR
• The possibility to work remotely at least part of the time. It’s one of the benefits employees
value most when choosing a company to work for. Having the ‘remote option’ also increases
employee satisfaction, which in turn is good for employee morale.
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Workplace Flexibility:
• Workplace flexibility became a major trend for the tech industry, both in IT and across all job
functions
• Employees are encouraged to talk to their managers about flexible time, including working at
home during the week or leaving early on occasion for external commitments

Blended workforces/flexible staffing:
• Teams of full-time IT staff and contractors or temporary workers could undergo a digital
transformation in the near future.
• Beyond the blending of different types of workers through ‘gig’ platforms, blending may
increasingly involve the use of artificial intelligence, bots, virtual assistants, and other types of
knowledge-based systems.

Gender Diversity:
• Gender diversity ratio for current year is 77:23 (Male to Female) and organizations are targeting
to achieve 65:35 (Male to Female) next year.

Talent Relationship Management (TRM)
• Recruiters who will use pro-active sourcing and TRM tools make 3x as many offers as others.
• The acceptance rate is also 93% as compared to the market rate of 89%.

Candidate Referrals:
• Candidate referrals will rank as the #1 source of high quality candidates in the future.
• Nearly 30 percent TA professionals say referrals are the absolute best source of high-quality
talent, and 62 percent place them in their top three.

GIC Landscape:
• Global in-House Centres of large MNCs would hire at-least 60,000 new people to their captive
back offices in India.
• Fortune 500 non-technology companies are now setting up their technology centres in India.
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